Supplementary material for “A model of brain circulation
and metabolism”
A

Model equations

Apart from the equations defining the first-order filtered regulatory stimuli, vPa , vO2 , vPaCO2 and vu ,
the model has only five dynamic variables, ∆Ψ and the four mitochondrial concentrations: CuAo ,
a3r , [H], and [O2 ]. A minimal set of equations describing the model are provided below:
1
dvx
= (x − vx ),
dt
τx
d CuAo
dt
d a3r
dt
d [H]
dt
d ∆Ψ
dt

x = Pa , O2 , PaCO2, u

(A.1)

= 4(f2 − f1 )

(A.2)

= 4(f2 − f3 )

(A.3)

= (−p1 f1 − p2 f2 − p3 f3 + L)/VolHi

(A.4)

=

p1 f1 + p2 f2 + p3 f3 − L
Cim

(A.5)

d [O2 ]
= JO2 /Volmit − f3
dt


NADH
CuAr
f1 = k1,n
exp(−ck1 (∆p − ∆pn )) CuAo − −(p1 ∆p/4−E1 (NADH))/Z
NADHn
10


f2 = k2,n exp(−ck2 (∆p − ∆pn )) CuAr a3o −
f3 = k3,0 [O2 ]a3r
L = LCV,max

CuAo a3r
10−(p2 ∆p/4−E2 )/Z



exp(−c3∆p)(1 + exp(c3 ∆p30 ))
1 + exp(−c3(∆p − ∆p30 ))

1 − exp[−kCV (∆p − ∆pCV 0 + Z ln(u))]
1 + rCV exp[−kCV (∆p − ∆pCV 0 + Z ln(u))]

(x + c)2 + ǫ2 − (x + c)
2

(A.10)
(A.11)

JO2 = min{DO2 ([O2,c ] − [O2 ]), CBF[HbO2,a ]} with smooth approximation
JO2 = c −

(A.8)

!

1000 Cbuffi Volmit dpH
[H] (1 − 10−dpH )

q

(A.7)

(A.9)

+ kunc Llk0 (exp(klk2 ∆p) − 1)
VolHi =

(A.6)

(A.12)

where

c = CBF[HbO2,a ], x = DO2 ([O2,c ] − [O2 ]), ǫ = CBFn [HbO2,a,n ]/10
CBF = KG (Pa − Pv )r 4

(A.13)
(A.14)

1

2SaO2 − JO2 /(CBF [Hbtot])
[O2,c ] = φ
2 + JO2 /(CBF [Hbtot])

1
nh

(A.15)


(σe0 (exp(Kσ (r − r0 )/r0 ) − 1) − σcoll )h + Tmax0 (1 + kaut µ) exp −

r=
h=

!

(Pa + Pv )/2 − Pic

r−rm
rt −rm

nm 

q

µ=

r 2 + (r0 + h0 )2 − r02 − r

(A.17)

µmin + µmax eη
1 + eη

η = RP

(A.16)

(A.18)

!

!

vPaCO2
vPa
vO2
− 1 + RO
− 1 + RC 1 −
vPa ,n
vO2 ,n
vPaCO2,n

!

+ Ru

vu
1−
vu,n

!

.

(A.19)

In the case of the simplified model Equations A.1, A.6 and A.12-A.19 are omitted, mitochondrial
oxygen [O2 ] is a controllable parameter, and f1 (Equation A.7) takes the form

f1 = k1,n

CuAr
UQH2
exp(−ck1 (∆p − ∆pn )) CuAo − −(p1 ∆p/4−E1 (UQH2 ))/Z .
UQH2,n
10




(A.20)

Note that several of the equations are implicit or need to be solved simultaneously. Apart from CBF
above, important model output variables (or observables), which can potentially be used to compare
model behaviour to measured quantities in vivo are
JO2
CBF[Hbtot]

SvO2 = SaO2 −

(A.21)

CMRO2 = Volmit f3
TOS =

(A.22)

AVRn(r/rn )2 SaO2 + SvO2
(AVRn(r/rn )2 + 1)

1000
∆Hbt =
4
1000
∆HbO2 =
4

Volart,n



r
rn

2

Volart,n



r
rn

2

(A.23)
!

+ Volven [Hbtot]Volblood,n − Hbtn
!

SaO2 + Volven SvO2 [Hbtot]Volblood,n − HbO2n

∆HHb = Hbt − HbO2 − HHbn

(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)

∆oxCCO = 1000 Volmit (CuAo − CuAo,n ) .

(A.27)
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B

Glossary of model variables

Where concentrations are given units of mM without further characterisation, the reference volume
is that of the compartment in which the quantity resides. Where there is ambiguity the volume in
question is made explicit. In the case of NIRS quantities, unit conversions are carried out to give
concentrations in micromoles per unit tissue volume. Initialisation is only needed for differential
variables.
variable

brief description

units

initialisation

Differential variables
CuAo

oxidised CuA concentration

mM

CuAo,n

a3r

reduced cyt a3 concentration

mM

a3r,n

[H]

mitochondrial proton concentration

mM

1000(10−pHm,n )

∆Ψ

mitochondrial inner membrane po- mV
tential

∆Ψn

[O2 ]

mitochondrial oxygen concentration

mM

[O2,n ]

vPa

first-order filtered Pa

mmHg

Pa,n

vO2

first-order filtered [O2 ]

mM

[O2,n ]

vPaCO2

first-order filtered PaCO2

mmHg

PaCO2n

vu

first order filtered u

none

1

CMRO2

cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen
consumption

mmol (l tissue)−1 s−1

–

JO2

rate of oxygen flux

mmol (l tissue)−1 s−1

–

TOS

absolute tissue oxygen saturation

none

–

∆oxCCO

changes in tissue concentration of
oxidised CuA

µmol (l tissue)−1

–

∆HHb

changes in tissue concentration of
deoxyhaemoglobin

µmol (l tissue)−1

–

∆HbO2

changes in tissue concentration of
oxyhaemoglobin

µmol (l tissue)−1

–

∆Hbt

changes in tissue concentration of to- µmol (l tissue)−1
tal haemoglobin

–

General

ctd...
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variable

brief description

units

initialisation

Blood chemistry and blood flow regulation
SvO2

oxygen saturation of venous blood

none

–

ScO2

typical oxygen saturation of capillary blood

none

–

CBF

cerebral blood flow

ml blood (ml tissue)−1 s−1 –

r

typical vascular radius

cm

–

h

vascular wall thickness

cm

–

η

weighted sum of regulatory stimuli

none

–

µ

level of regulatory input

none

–

G

conductance of the cerebral circulation

ml blood (ml tissue)−1
s−1 mmHg−1

–

σe

elastic stress in vessel wall

mmHg

–

Te

elastic tension in vessel wall

mmHg cm

–

Tm

muscular tension in vessel wall

mmHg cm

–

Tmax

maximum muscular tension in vessel
wall

mmHg cm

–

Mitochondria
CuAr

reduced CuA concentration

mM

–

a3o

oxidised cyt a3 concentration

mM

–

∆p

proton motive force

mV

–

pHm

mitochondrial pH

pH units

–

Volart

arterial volume as a fraction of nor- none
mal total blood volume

–

VolHi

effective fractional mitochondrial
volume for protons

none

–

f1

rate of reaction 1

mM s−1

–

f2

rate of reaction 2

mM s−1

–

f3

rate of reaction 3

mM s−1

–

ctd...
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variable

brief description

units

initialisation

∆G1

free energy associated with reaction mV
1

–

∆G2

free energy associated with reaction mV
2

–

k1

forward rate constant for reaction 1

s−1

–

k−1

backward rate constant for reaction s−1
1

–

Keq1

equilibrium constant for reaction 1

none

–

k2

forward rate constant for reaction 2

mM−1 s−1

–

k−2

backward rate constant for reaction mM−1 s−1
2

–

Keq2

equilibrium constant for reaction 2

none

–

L

rate of proton re-entry into mitochondrial matrix

mM s−1

–

LCV

rate of proton re-entry via ATP synthase and associated processes

mM s−1

–

Llk

rate of proton re-entry via leak channels

mM s−1

–

variable table ends.
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C

Parameter setting

Many parameters in the model are set with reference to other parameters, or in order to ensure
correct “normal” behaviour. Others are directly given values. Throughout, the subscript n indicates
a normal value of some variable or control parameter.
C.1

A table of model parameters with numerical values

Where no units are given, this is because the parameter in question is a dimensionless quantity.
parameter

brief description

value and units

references

Blood chemistry, blood flow regulation and volume
PaCO2n

normal arterial partial pressure of 40 mmHg
CO2

[1]

PaCO2

arterial partial pressure of CO2

[1]a

SaO2n

normal saturation of the arterial 0.96
haemoglobin

b

SaO2

saturation of arterial haemoglobin

a,b

[Hbtot]

Total haemoglobin concentration in 9.1 mM
the arteries and veins.

[2]a,b

[Hbtotn ]

Normal total haemoglobin concentration in the arteries and veins.

9.1 mM

[2]b

Pa

arterial blood pressure

100 mmHg

[1]a

Pa,n

Normal value of ABP

100 mmHg

[1]b

Pv

venous blood pressure

4 mmHg

[1]a

Pv,n

normal venous blood pressure

4 mmHg

[1]b

Pic

intracranial blood pressure

9.5 mmHg

[1]b

RC

sensitivity of η to PaCO2

2.2

c

RO

sensitivity of η to [O2 ]

1.5

d,f

RP

sensitivity of η to arterial pressure

4.0

e

Ru

parameter controlling sensitivity of 0.5
η to u

d,f

τPa

the time constant associated with vp

j

40 mmHg

0.96

5s

ctd...
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parameter

brief description

value and units

references

τCO2

the time constant associated with vc

5s

j

τO2

the time constant associated with vo

20 s

j

τu

the time constant associated with vu

0.5 s

j

kaut

control parameter allowing destruction of autoregulation

1

a

σcoll

parameter in the pressure-elastic
tension relationship

62.79 mmHg

[1]

σe0

parameter in relationship determining σe

0.1425 mmHg

[1]

Kσ

parameter controlling sensitivity of 10 mmHg
σe to radius

[1]

nm

exponent in the muscular tension relationship

1.83

[1]

rm

value of vessel radius giving maximum muscular tension

0.027 cm

[1]

rt

parameter in the muscular tension
relationship

0.018 cm

[1]

h0

vascular wall thickness when radius
is r0

0.003 cm

[1]

r0

radius in the elastic tension relationship

0.0126 cm

h

rn

normal radius of blood vessels

0.0187 cm

h

CBFn

normal cerebral blood flow

0.01075 ml blood
(ml tissue)−1 s−1

b,f

AVRn

The normal arterio-venous volume
ratio

0.333

a,f

Volblood,n

normal blood volume as a fraction of 0.04
brain volume

[3]f

Oxygen transport and consumption
CMRO2,n

normal CMRO2

0.034 mmol
(l tissue)−1 s−1

[4]f

ctd...
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parameter

brief description

value and units

references

[O2,n ]

normal oxygen concentration in mitochondria

0.024 mM

[5, 6]b

φ

value of [O2 ] at half maximal saturation

0.036 mM

[7]f

nh

hill coefficient for haemoglobin saturation

2.5

[7]

0.00675 mmol
(l mito)−1 mV−1

[8]

Mitochondria
Cim

Capacitance of mitochondrial inner
membrane

DNADH

a parameter controlling the effect of 0.01
activation on glycolytic/TCA cycle
flux

d,f

Llk,f rac

normal fraction of proton entry into
mitochondria which is via leak channels

0.25

[9]f

Volmit

mitochondrial volume fraction

0.067

[10]

Z

standard physico-chemical constant
(2.303RT /F )

59.028 mV

[11]

∆Ψn

normal mitochondrial inner membrane potential

145 mV

[12]

E0 (NADH)

NADH standard redox potential

-320 mV

[12]

E0 (UQ)

ubiquinone standard redox potential 60 mV

[12]

E0 (CuA )

CuA standard redox potential

247 mV

[13]f

E0 (cyt a3 )

cyt a3 standard redox potential

350 mV

[14, 15]

CuAfrac,n

normal oxidised fraction of CuA

0.8

[16]f

Nt

total mitochondrial NAD pool

3 mM

[8, 10]

Nrat,n

normal mitochondrial NAD/NADH 9
ratio

[17–19]f

Ut

total mitochondrial ubiquinone pool 1.35 mM

[8, 10]

Urat

UQ/UQH2 ratio

1

a,f

Urat,n

normal UQ/UQH2 ratio

1

f

f

ctd...
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parameter

brief description

value and units

references

cytoxtis

concentration of cytochrome c oxidase in tissue

0.0055 mmol
(l tissue)−1

[20]

pHo

extra-mitochondrial pH

7.0

[10]a

pHo,n

normal extra-mitochondrial pH

7.0

[10]

pHm,n

normal mitochondrial pH

7.4

[11]f

dpH

constant in the pH buffering relationship

0.001

[10]

Cbuffi

buffering capacity for protons in mitochondria

0.022 M H+ /pH

[11]

∆pCV 0

A constant in the rate of complex V

90 mV

f,g

rCV

parameter controlling the ratio of 5
maximal to minimal rates of oxidative phosphorylation

f,g

LCV,0

normal complex V flux as a fraction 0.4
of maximum possible flux

f,g

∆p30

value of ∆p at which reaction 3 is 143.61 mV
maximally sensitive to ∆p

f,g

ck1

parameter controlling sensitivity of 0.01
k1 to PMF

g

ck2

parameter controlling sensitivity of 0.02
k2 to PMF

[21]f,g

c3

parameter controlling the sensitivity
of reaction 3 to PMF

0.11

g

k3,0

apparent second-order rate constant
for reaction 3 at ∆p = 0

2.5 × 105 mM−1 s−1

[22]

klk2

constant controlling rate Llk

0.038 mV−1

[10]

kunc

parameter representing the action of 1
uncouplers

a

ptot

protons pumped by chain

20 (12 in simplified
model)

[9, 23]f

p1

protons pumped by complexes I-III

12 (4 in simplified
model)

[9, 23]f

ctd...
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parameter

brief description

value and units

references

p2

protons pumped by complex IV during oxidative phase

4

[9, 23]f

p3

protons pumped by complex IV during reductive phase

4

[9, 23]f

parameter table ends.

a

Control parameter. See discussion below.
Typical value with wide range in normal variation.
c
Fit to data from [24].
d
Set heuristically: The parameter is needed in the model, but we have not yet gathered and analysed
sufficient data to set it accurately.
e
Set from data in [25, 26] as described in the text.
f
Further discussion in the text.
g
The parameters ∆p30 , c3, ck1 , ck2 , LCV,0 , rCV and ∆pCV 0 have collectively been set to give the
behaviour shown in Figures 9 and 10 in the main text, and to give the qualitative behaviour during
functional activation in [27] and [28]. They have not been optimised to fit any particular data-set.
h
The parameters rn , r0 and RP are set following the methodology described in Section E below.
j
Accurate setting of the time constants requires data with good time resolution gathered from studies
in the contexts of hypoxia, hypercapnia, changes in mean arterial blood pressure and functional
activation. Currently these are set heuristically.
b

C.2

Control parameters

Several model parameters are control parameters, i.e. parameters whose values are expected to vary
between experimental contexts and which will ideally be set from measured data for a particular
experiment, or varied to optimise a fit to data.
The four control parameters Pa , PaCO2, SaO2 and u and are set to their normal values of 100
mmHg, 40 mmHg, 0.96 (i.e. 96 percent), and 1 respectively. The first three are often monitored in
clinical/experimental situations where NIRS signals are measured, and these measured inputs would
then be used as inputs to the model. The values above are used as the defaults in the absence of such
input data. u on the other hand – representing the level of neuronal activation – is assumed to be
constant at baseline value except in the simulations of functional activation.
Central venous pressure Pv is rarely monitored in clinical/experimental situations where NIRS signals
are measured, and so is assumed to remain at its normal value of 4 mmHg.
Hbtot can be considered a control parameter as it is likely to show considerable physiological variation.
However for all simulations in this paper, it is set to its default value Hbtotn .
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kaut has not been changed from its normal value of 1 (full autoregulation) in any simulations presented
here. However, we anticipate that it may be settable from experimental data for patients who may
have impaired autoregulation.
kunc was varied from its normal value of 1 in simulations designed to compare model behaviour to
data reported in [29].
Urat is needed only in simulations of the simplified model and its value depends on experimental
context. In the simulations of data from [29] we have used a value of 1. This parameter and Urat,n
are discussed further below.
C.3

Blood flow and volume

Directly set parameters
Pv,n = 4 mmHg, Pic = 9.5 mmHg are taken from [1].
AVRn = 1/3. This value sets normal arterial blood volume as one quarter of total blood volume.
We expect this quantity to show significant physiological variation, and in the case of NIRS signals
to show some regional variation, giving rise to different baseline levels of TOS. The value of 1/3 has
been set in order to give baseline TOS of approximately 70 % in line with various data sets, for
example the data described in [30].
Volblood,n = 0.04. Blood volume is given as 2-5 percent of tissue volume on p15 of [3]. Similar estimates
can be found in other sources. This parameter is important in determining the relative sizes of TOS
and HbO2 changes.
CBFn = 0.01075 ml blood per ml brain tissue per second is the normal value of CBF consistent with
the consensus values of 750-1000 ml blood per minute and a normal brain volume of about 1400 ml.
nm = 1.83, rt = 0.018 cm, rm = 0.027 cm, h0 = 0.003 cm, σe0 = 0.1425 mmHg, Kσ = 10.0 and
σcoll = 62.79 mmHg are all values for the proximal arterial segment in [1].
rn = 0.0187 cm. rn is simply a typical radius whose value can be normalised to 1 provided that all
other quantities associated with the vessel (rt , h0 , rm and r0 ) are appropriately rescaled. However, as
many of the parameters connected with biophysical properties of the vessel walls are taken from the
model in [1], a value intermediate between the normal values for the proximal and distal segments in
this model (from model simulations) is chosen.
r0 = 0.0126 cm is somewhat lower than the value for the proximal arterial segment in [1], and is
chosen to give a reasonable autoregulation curve in a one-compartment model. A more complete
discussion can be found in Section E below.
µmin = −1 so that maximal dilation occurs when there is no smooth muscle tension. µmax = 1, so
that normal maximal smooth muscle tension is half of the maximum.
RP = 4.0, RO = 1.5, Ru = 0.5 and RC = 2.2 are all chosen in order to reproduce standard responses
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to the different stimuli. Discussion of RP can be found in Section E below. RC has been set to fit data
in [24]. The value of Ru has been chosen to give results consistent with the blood flow to CMRO2 ratio
in [31]. [32] and the references therein suggest a lower value. RO has been set to allow a decrease of
a few percent in CBF during hyperoxia and an approximate doubling of CBF during severe hypoxia.
The details of the response of CBF to hypoxia show considerable variability [33].
The response times τPa = 5 s, τO2 = 20 s, τCO2 = 5 s and τu = 0.5 s are currently set heuristically.
We anticipate that examination of well time-resolved data can be used to refine these quantities.
Calculated parameters
Normal conductance is set from normal flow and normal pressure difference:
Gn = CBFn /(Pa,n − Pv,n ).
KG (ml blood (ml brain tissue)−1 s−1 mmHg−1 cm−4 ) is determined from rn and Gn :
KG = Gn /rn4 .
Normal vessel wall thickness is set from normal vessel radius via:
(rn + hn )2 − rn2 = (r0 + h0 )2 − r02 .
Normal elastic tension Te,n is set by:
Te,n = (σe0 (eKσ (rn −r0 )/r0 − 1) − σcoll )hn .
Normal muscular tension Tm,n is
Tm,n =



Pa,n + Pv,n
− Pic,n r − Te,n .
2


This gives Tmax,n :
Tmax,n =

Tm,n


exp −

rn −rm
rt −rm

nm 

.

µn , the normal value of µ, is zero so that:
Tmax0 = Tmax,n .
Normal fractional arterial volume, Volart,n is calculated from AVRn via
Volart,n = AVRn/(1 + AVRn) .
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Baseline values of the NIRS quantities Hbt, HbO2 and HHb are given by:
1000
[Hbtotn ]Volblood,n
4
1000
=
(Volart,n [HbO2,a ] + Volven [HbO2,v,n ])Volblood,n
4
= Hbtn − HbO2n .

Hbtn =
HbO2n
HHbn
C.4

Oxygen transport and consumption

Directly set parameters
CMRO2,n = 0.034 mM s−1 . This value can be calculated from the value of 3.4 mL/100 g brain/min
quoted by a number of authors, e.g. [4].
[O2,n ] = 0.024 mM. Physiological mitochondrial O2 concentrations of 20 − 30 µM are quoted in [5].
[6] uses a value of 0.0262 mM for “intracellular oxygen”, but the context is mitochondrial.
Hbtot, Hbtotn = 9.1 mM. The value of 2.27 mM Hb used in the BRAINCIRC model equates to a
blood haemoglobin concentration of about 154 g/L, consistent with the normal physiological range.
Multiplying by 4 gives the number of O2 binding sites.
Calculated parameters
The quantities φ and nh in the relationship between dissolved oxygen and haemoglobin bound oxygen
are calculated as follows: Traditionally the shape of saturation curves is represented by Hill equations
of the form
SO2 =

[O2 ]nh
φnh + [O2 ]nh

where SO2 is oxygen saturation. This solves to give
SO2
[O2 ] = φ
1 − SO2


 n1

h

.

A value of nh = 2.5 and half maximal oxygen partial pressure of 26 mmHg is found to fit the data
well in [7]. Assuming the solubility of O2 in blood is 0.0014 mM mmHg−1 gives φ = 0.036 mM.
The quantity DO2 (in s−1 ) is chosen to given normal oxygen supply at normal blood and mitochondrial
oxygen concentrations, i.e.
DO2 =

JO2,n
.
([O2,c,n ] − [O2,n ])
13

(C.1)

JO2,n is set to CMRO2,n , the normal value of CMRO2 . In order to calculate [O2,c,n ] we first need to
calculate normal venous oxyhaemoglobin from normal arterial oxyhaemoglobin and delivery from the
conservation equation
SvO2n = SaO2n −

JO2,n
.
CBFn [Hbtotn ]

Taking “typical” capillary haemoglobin to be
ScO2n = (SaO2n + SvO2n )/2,
we can calculate typical capillary dissolved oxygen concentration from the dissociation curve
ScO2n
[O2,c,n ] = φ
1 − ScO2n


C.5

 n1

h

.

Mitochondria

Set parameters: general
Volmit = 0.067, and Z = 59.028 mV are taken from [10]. It should be noted that the volume fraction
of mitochondria is likely to show variation between tissues and individuals.
ptot = 20 (or 12). This is the total number of protons pumped during the passage of four electrons
from an initial reducing substrate to oxygen. The value of ptot depends on which reducing substrate
is used. Where the reducing substrate is NADH, ptot is taken as 20 (i.e. 10 protons per NADH
molecule). When the reducing substrate is succinate and the simplified model is being run, this
number is decreased to 12 [9, 10].
p1 = 12 (or 4), p2 + p3 = 8, following [9], and close to the values in [10]. [23] suggests that equal
numbers of charges are transferred during the oxidative and reductive phases of the cytochrome-coxidase reaction, giving p2 = 4 and p3 = 4. When the reducing substrate is succinate p1 becomes
4.
cytoxtis = 0.0055 mmol (l tissue)−1 [20]. Given the large changes in tissue cytochrome-c-oxidase
content during development, it is possible that there is some physiological variation in this quantity,
giving rise to quantitatively different ∆oxCCO signals in different individuals.
CuAfrac,n = 0.8. The value of 0.82 is given for adult rat brain in [16]. The lower value of 0.673 for
piglet is also quoted in [34]. In both cases there is a large standard deviation. The value of 0.8 is also
consistent with the in vitro data for cytochrome c in [29], on the assumption that the redox states of
cytochrome c and CuA are close. In any case, we expect the CuA centre not to be fully oxidised in
normal circumstances.
∆Ψn = 145 mV consistent with values in [12].
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∆pHn = pHm,n − pHo = 0.4 [35]. pHo = 7. This value of normal pH outside the mitochondria is used
in [10] and the BRAINCIRC model. In the reduced model, pHo can be seen as a control parameter.
In the full model, various stimuli such as changes in PaCO2, or hypoxia, should be able to influence
pHo . Currently these pathways are omitted.
dpH = 0.001 and Cbuffi = 0.022 M H+ /pH unit, are taken from [10].
Cim = 6.7500 × 10−3 mmol (l mito)−1 mV−1 [8]. This parameter has an important influence on how
a stimulus-induced change in ∆p (e.g. via activation) translates into changes in ∆pH and ∆Ψ.
Calculated parameters: general
pHm,n = pHo + ∆pHn = 7.4. Normal intramitochondrial pH is chosen to be 0.4 pH units greater than
extramitochondrial pH. This is close to values obtained in simulations of [11] at normal parameter
values and consistent with the ∆pH value in [35].
Normal PMF: ∆pn = ∆Ψn + Z∆pHn .
The total concentration of cytochrome-c-oxidase and hence CuA in mitochondria, cytoxtot is set from
the total concentration in tissue cytoxtis :
cytoxtot = cytoxtis /Volmit .
The normal oxidised fraction of CuA , i.e. CuAfrac,n is used to calculate CuAo,n and CuAr,n : via
CuAo,n = CuAfrac,n cytoxtot ,

CuAr,n = cytoxtot − CuAo,n .

Set parameters: reactions 1, 2 and 3
In this section E and E0 refer to reduction potentials and standard reduction potentials of half
reactions respectively.
E0 (NADH) = −320 mV from [12].
Nt = 3 mM. This value for the total mitochondrial NAD pool is taken from [10].
Nrat,n = 9. The normal NAD/NADH ratio is chosen to 9:1, i.e. mitochondrial NAD is assumed to be
10 percent reduced in normal circumstances. A wide range of values from about 5:1 to about 20:1
can be found in the literature, e.g. [17–19].Our value is within this range.
DNADH = 0.01 mV. The extent to which demand activates glycolysis and the TCA cycle, and thus
affects the NAD/NADH ratio, is obviously important. For example [32] suggests that an important
effect of activation is glycolytic. The current value of DNADH is chosen heuristically so that changes
in demand have a small effect on the redox state of NADH. Increase in this parameter from 0.01 to
0.1 causes reduction of all modelled elements of the chain during functional activation.
E0 (UQ) = 60 mV is the value for ubiquinone in [12].
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Ut = 1.35 mM. This value for the total mitochondrial ubiquinone pool is taken from [10].
Urat = 1. This parameter is only needed for the simplified model and can be defined as the UQ/UQH2 ,
assumed to be determined by the experimental context.
Urat,n = 1. This parameter is only needed for the simplified model to calculate a normal equilibrium
constant for reaction 1 and can be defined as the UQ/UQH2 ratio such that at normal values of
membrane potential and oxygen, we get flux fn through the chain (in contexts where mitochondria
are fed on succinate).
Simulations of [11] suggest that in normal circumstances the UQ/UQH2 ratio is considerably less
than the NAD/NADH ratio. When the value of supply (via parameter kDH in that model) is adjusted so that NAD/NADH ratio becomes 9, the UQ/UQH2 ratio is approximately 0.7 (at this value
cytochrome c is about 85 percent oxidised, also consistent with our assumptions). It is not easy to
derive from experimental work with succinate-fed mitochondria such as [29] accurate values of the
UQ/UQH2 ratio: However given that cytochrome c redox states in [29] are close to the CuA states
observed in vivo, and hence presumably cytochrome c states in vivo, it is reasonable to assume that
the UQ/UQH2 ratio might also be similar. Further, simulations suggest that the model behaviour is
insensitive to the precise value of Urat and Urat,n – a 10 percent change in either causes no more than
a 1 percent change in baseline flux.
E0 (CuA ) = 247 mV. This value is chosen to be somewhat less positive than the cyt c potential [13].
E0 (cyt a3 ) = 350 mV, similar to the values in [14, 15]. The higher value in [10] is needed because in this
model all proton pumping occurs prior to reduction of cyt a3 . The cyt a3 redox potential is assumed
to be independent of the reduction state of CuA, and vice versa, which is an oversimplification given
the variety of redox interactions in the enzyme [15, 36].
k3,0 = 2.5 × 105 mM−1 s−1 is taken from [22]. As shown below this can be used to calculate a value of
a3frac,n ≃ 0.99.
The seven parameters ck1 , ck2 , c3, ∆p30 , LCV,0 , rCV and ∆pCV 0 between them control how the rates
of reactions 1,2, and 3, and ATP synthase respond to changes in ∆p . As they are specific to the
structure of the model, they are not easily derivable from the literature. However they influence model
behaviour during any process which affects ∆p. The values chosen combine to give the behaviour
described in the sections on functional activation and hypoxia.
ck1 = 0.01 is chosen heuristically. By setting this to be low, the effect of uncoupling is primarily on
the reverse rate of electron transfer in reaction 1. It is possible that this parameter should change
value depending on whether the full model or the simplified model is simulated.
ck2 = 0.02 is chosen heuristically, but again in a range where the effect of uncoupling is stronger on
the reverse rate of electron transfer in reaction 2, following the simple model presented in [21].
c3 = 0.11. This parameter controls the maximum sensitivity of f3 to changes in ∆p and its value is
set heuristically.
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∆p30 = ∆pn − 25 mV. Simulations suggest that in order to get observed behaviour the rate f3 should
be sensitive to changes in ∆p at normal membrane potentials. The point of maximum sensitivity is
chosen to be somewhat lower than normal PMF.
Calculated parameters: reactions 1, 2 and 3
Normal reaction rates are set from CMRO2,n by defining
f1,n = f2,n = f3,n = fn ≡ CMRO2,n /Volmit .
The quantity E1 is set in different ways depending on the situation we are trying to model. In general
E1 = E0 (CuA ) − E(R)
where R is some reducing substrate. For the in vivo situation where the reducing substrate is primarily
NADH, this becomes
E1 = E0 (CuA ) − E0 (NADH) + CNADH
where CNADH = Z/2 log10 (NADH/NAD). Defining Nrat = NAD/NADH with normal value Nrat,n , we
allow demand to influence the NAD redox state by setting
Nrat =

Nrat,n
.
u2DNADH

The parameter DNADH controls the sensitivity of the NAD redox state to changes in demand. From
Nt , Nrat,n and Nrat we get the NADH concentrations NADHn = Nt /(1 + Nrat,n), and NADH = Nt /(1 +
Nrat ).
For readability, the full forms of E1 for reducing substrates NADH and UQH2 are:
Nrat,n
Z
E1 (NADH) = E0 (CuA ) − E0 (NADH) + log10 2D
2
u NADH


E1 (UQH2 ) = E0 (CuA ) − E0 (UQH2 ) +



Z
log10 (Urat ) .
2

The normal value of E1 is
E1,n = E0 (CuA ) − E(Rn ),
where E(Rn ) is the reduction potential at normal concentration of R. So when the reducing substrate
is NADH,
E1,n = E0 (CuA ) − E0 (NADH) +
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Z
log10 (1/Nrat,n ),
2

and similarly for succinate as the reducing substrate
E1,n = E0 (CuA ) − E0 (UQH2 ) +

Z
log10 (1/Urat,n) .
2

From the normal values of E1 and ∆p, it is possible to calculate a normal equilibrium constant for
reaction 1, and hence normal value of k1 :
Keq1,n = 10−1/Z(p1 ∆pn /4−E1,n ) ,

k1,n = fn /(CuAo,n − CuAr,n /Keq1,n ) .

When an in vivo situation is modelled with NADH as the main reducing substrate, we choose
k1,0 = k1,n NADH/NADHn where k1,n is the value of k1 at normal ∆p and NADH levels. A similar methodology is applied when the reducing substrate is succinate.
E2 is set as:
E2 = E0 (cyt a3 ) − E0 (CuA ) .
From the values of E2 and normal value of ∆p, it is possible to calculate a normal equilibrium
constant for reaction 2, and hence normal value of k2 :
Keq2,n = 10−1/Z(p2 ∆pn /4−E2 ) ,

k2,n = fn /(CuAr,n a3o,n − CuAo,n a3r,n/Keq2,n ) .

k3 is calculated from measured values of k3,0 , i.e.
k3 =

k3,0 (1 + exp(c3 ∆p30 ))
.
exp(c3 ∆p30 )

a3r,n is calculated by inverting the definition of f3 at normal values of all quantities:
a3r,n =

fn (1 + exp[−c3(∆pn − ∆p30 )])
.
k3 [O2,n ] exp[−c3(∆pn − ∆p30 )]

This gives rise to a normal oxidised fraction of cyt a3 as a3frac,n = (cytoxtot − a3r,n)/cytoxtot ≃ 0.99.
Set parameters: Complex V and proton leak
Three parameters determine the shape of response of the ATPase to changes in PMF: LCV,0 , ∆pCV 0
and rCV . The functional form of LCV is currently chosen to match qualitatively the function in [37].
As the function used in [37] is both complex and an approximation to a previous approximation in
[35], rather than attempting to use it directly we chose instead a simple class of increasing functions
which saturates at both large and small values of ∆p. As mentioned above, the parameter values
are chosen to be consistent with the behaviour described in the sections on functional activation and
hypoxia, but are not necessarily the unique parameter values giving reasonable model behaviour.
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LCV,0 = 0.4. This is the normal rate of ADP phosphorylation as a proportion of maximal phosphorylation rate – combined with ∆pCV 0 and rCV it determines the maximum slope of the flux-∆p
relationship for the ATPase. It is set so that at normal values ∆p exerts some control over the rate
of oxidative phosphorylation.
∆pCV 0 = 90 mV and rCV = 5. [35] ignores the possibility of reversibility of the enzyme (this effectively
sets rCV → ∞). Here rCV is given a finite value, following [37] (from which a value of rCV ≈ 3 can
be inferred). The graphs in [37] can also be used to derive a somewhat higher value of ∆pCV 0 than
used here. Investigating the effect of the shape of the flux-∆p relationship on the behaviour of the
model is an important task for the future.
Llk,f rac = 0.25. [38] has the very high value of 0.85 for synaptosomes. The value chosen here lies in
the range given for most tissues in [9]. However the effect of this parameter on model behaviour is
clearly important for future exploration.
klk2 = 0.038 mV−1 , taken from [10].
Calculated parameters: Complex V and proton leak
The normal value of L, the inward proton current through the membrane, is set to
Ln = ptot CMRO2,n /Volmit ,
since ptot is precisely the number of protons pumped during reduction of one molecule of oxygen. A
quantity Llk,f rac is defined as the normal fraction of L passing through leak channels giving LCV,f rac =
1 − Llk,f rac as the normal fraction passing through Complex V. This gives normal value of Llk and
LCV :
Llk,n = Llk,f rac Ln ,

LCV,n = LCV,f rac Ln .

The constant Llk0 is calculated from normal proton motive force ∆pn and Llk,n :
Llk0 =

Llk,n
.
exp(klk2 ∆pn ) − 1

The quantity kCV is set by defining the control parameter LCV,0 (see above):
LCV,0 ≡

1 − exp(−kCV (∆pn − ∆pCV 0 ))
,
1 + rCV exp(−kCV (∆pn − ∆pCV 0 ))

(normal u is 1 has been assumed) and inverting to give:
kCV

1 − LCV,0
1
ln
=−
∆pn − ∆pCV 0
1 + rCV LCV,0
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.

The constant LCV,max is calculated as
LCV,max =

D

LCV,n
.
LCV,0

Calculating average capillary oxygen concentration

In order to check the validity of calculating average capillary oxygen concentration from the average
of arterial and venous saturation, a simple distributed model was constructed and solved numerically.
The model is constructed by dividing a capillary into N segments. Three species – oxyhaemoglobin,
deoxyhaemoglobin and dissolved oxygen flow into and out of each segment. Dissolved oxygen diffuses
out of the each segment and is consumed in mitochondria. A schematic representation is shown in
Figure D.1.

Hb(O2 )4

Hb
Hb(O2 )4

Hb
Hb(O2 )4

O2

Hb + 4 O2

O2

O2, m
Fig. D.1. The distributed model of a capillary. Using the subscript j to represent concentrations
in the jth segment, a given substance X (i.e. Hb(O2 )4 , Hb or O2 ) flows into the jth segment at rate
q[Xj−1 ] and flows out at rate q[Xj ] where q is blood flow. The reaction Hb+4O2 ⇀
↽ Hb(O2 )4 takes place
n
h
in segment j at rate k1 [Hbj ][O2,j ] − k2 [Hb(O2 )4,j ]. Oxygen is exchanged between capillary segment
and mitochondria at rate k3 ([O2,j ] − [O2,m ]) (where O2,m is mitochondrial oxygen), and mitochondrial
oxygen is used up at rate k4 [O2,m ]. Details of the rate constants k1 , k2 , k3 and k4 are provided in the
text.

Define aj ≡ [Hbj ], bj ≡ [Hb(O2 )4,j ], cj ≡ [O2,j ] for j = 1, . . . , N, and let and cm ≡ [O2,m ]. Further
let a0 , b0 and c0 be arterial concentrations of Hb, Hb(O2 )4 , and O2 respectively. Taking into account
mitochondrial volume Volmit and segment volume Volc /N (where Volc is capillary volume) we get the
following equations for the instantaneous change in concentrations:
a˙j = Nq(aj−1 − aj )/Volc − (k1 aj cnj h − k2 bj ) j = 1, . . . , N
b˙j = Nq(bj−1 − bj )/Volc + (k1 aj cnj h − k2 bj ) j = 1, . . . , N
c˙j = N[q(cj−1 − cj ) − k3 (cj − cm )]/Volc − 4(k1 aj cnj h − k2 bj ) j = 1, . . . , N
c˙m = −k4 cm + k3

P

n
j=1 cj

− cm

Volmit



.

(D.1)
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Parameters used in the distributed model are listed in Table D.1.
parameter

source

value and units

q

CBFn in full model

0.01075 ml blood (ml brain tissue)−1 s−1

SaO2

full model

0.96

Volc

0.1 Volblood,n

0.004 ml capillary blood (ml brain tissue)−1

Volmit

full model

0.067 ml mitochondria (ml brain tissue)−1

φ

full model

0.036 mM

nh

full model

2.5

CMRO2,n

full model

0.034 mM s−1

[O2,m ]n

[O2,n ] in full model

0.024 mM

k2

[see text]

1000 s−1

k1

k2 φ−nh

4.067 × 106 mM−nh s−1

k3

[see text]

0.00948 s−1

k4

CMRO2,n /[O2,m ]n /Volmit

22.355 s−1

Hbt

one quarter of Hbtot in full model

2.275 mM

b0

SaO2 Hbt

2.184 mM

a0

Hbt − b0

0.0091 mM

c0

φ[SaO2/(1 − SaO2)]1/nh

0.1284 mM

Table D.1. The parameters used in the distributed model.

The model was calibrated so that normal flux was the same as that of the full model. q was set to be
normal blood flow CBFn . The parameter k4 was set so that at normal mitochondrial O2 (the value
used in the full model) we get normal CMRO2 as used in the full model, i.e.
k4 =

CMRO2,n
.
[O2,m ]n Volmit

k3 is then set to ensure normal mitochondrial O2 at steady state, i.e. so that at steady state


Volmit k4 [O2,m ]n = k3 

N
X

j=1



cj − [O2,m ]n  .

Since we have no a priori knowledge of the capillary distribution, this involves adjusting k3 until the
two sides of the equation are equal. The ratio of rates k1 and k2 is chosen to be φ−nh (where φ is the
concentration of dissolved oxygen at half maximal saturation) to ensure that at equilibrium we get
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the same dissociation curve used in the full model. k2 is then set to be large (k2 = 1000) to ensure
rapid equilibriation of the dissociation reaction.

100

0.12

90

0.1

80

0.08

70

0.06

60
0

20

40

60

80

dissolved O2 (mM)

saturation (percent)

The model was solved at steady state for N = 100 to get the profiles of oxyhaemoglobin and dissolved
oxygen along the segment. These profiles are plotted in Figure D.2. While the haemoglobin saturation
profile is approximately linear, the concentration of dissolved oxygen is quite nonlinear, even with
the model running at normal values of blood flow, arterial saturation and CMRO2 . This reflects the
nonlinearity of the saturation function.

Fig. D.2. Profiles of haemoglobin
saturation and dissolved oxygen.
The profiles for haemoglobin saturation
(black) and dissolved oxygen (red) along
a capillary according to the distributed
model with all parameters at normal values as listed in Table D.1.

0.04
100

segment
In order to check the validity of calculating average capillary oxygen levels from the average of arterial
and venous saturation, a “typical” capillary haemoglobin saturation of ScO2 = (b0 + b100 )/(2Hbtot)
was used to calculate an approximate capillary O2 concentration of
Õ2,c = φ



ScO2
1 − ScO2

1/nn

.

This approximate concentration was compared to the true average O2 concentration
O2,c =

100
1 X
cj
100 j=1

for a range of arterial O2 saturations and values of blood flow. Some results from these comparisons
are presented in Figure D.3.
Despite the nonlinear profile of oxygen concentration along a capillary, the errors introduced by
choosing the approximate value of capillary oxygen concentration are surprisingly small, although
they may become of concern during simulations of ischaemia.
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Fig. D.3. Approximate arterial oxygen concentration compared to true average from the
distributed model. A) with q held at normal value, SaO2 was varied from 0.6 (60 percent) to 0.99
(99 percent). 100(Õ2,c /O2,c − 1) was calculated to give a percentage error in Õ2,c . This error remained
within 2.5 percent being greatest near the normal value of 96 percent saturation. B) With SaO2 held at
normal value, q was varied from 50 percent of its normal value to 150 percent of its normal value. Again
the percentage error in Õ2,c was calculated. Õ2,c remained within 6 percent of O2,c with maximum error
occurring during ischaemia.

E

A single compartment model and autoregulation curves

Despite the geometric complexity of the vascular system, it was found empirically that a model of
the kind used in [1], but with a single resistive compartment was able to fit autoregulation data
well. Associated with such a compartment are several parameters, in particular r0 , a typical radius
associated with the passive response; rm , a radius at which the active response is maximal; rt and
nm , a radius and an exponent determining the shape of the active response; and h0 , vascular wall
thickness when vessel radius is r0 . As vessel response is independent of the particular units chosen, r0 ,
rm , rt and h0 can all be expressed in terms of a normal radius rn , which is convenient to introduce.
The autoregulatory response of the system depends on the above quantities, along with normal
blood pressure Pa,n and the autoregulatory sensitivity RP which determines the effect of transmural
pressure on smooth muscle response. Thus eight quantities, rn , r0 , rm , rt , nm , h0 , Pa,n and RP
potentially determine the model autoregulation curve, although nondimensionalisation could reduce
this to seven. Values chosen for different segments in [1] suggested that nm , rt and h0 do not vary
significantly along the tree. On the other hand rm , r0 and RP had considerably different values
along the tree, and simulations showed that the normal operating radius rn was different for different
segments. It was found that fixing rm , rt , nm and h0 at the values for the proximal arterial segment
in [1], fixing rn at an arbitrary value in the normal range, and varying Pa,n , RP and r0 sufficed to
give good fits to published data sets. Two examples of best fits to data are presented in Figure E.1.
In both cases the fitting algorithm was a simulated annealing process as described in [39], with the
mean-square vertical distance between data set and autoregulation curve chosen as the objective
function to be minimised.
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Fig. E.1. The response of model steady state CBF to blood pressure changes. A) Model autoregulation curve fitted to data from [26]. The following parameters were reset: Pa,n = 91.6, RP = 3.05
and r0 = 0.015. All other parameters were at their default values. B) Model autoregulation curve fitted
to data from [25]. The best fit gave Pa,n = 112.0, RP = 3.28 and r0 = 0.0133.

It should be stressed that autoregulatory responses are liable to show considerable variability between
individuals, and the values chosen should not be seen as absolute and unchanging. The actual values
chosen give a curve in between the best fit curves for the above two data sets, and close to the curve
produced by [1].
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